DID YOU KNOW?
Today, drivers have more options than ever. With more plug-in electric vehicles
on the market each year, decreasing prices, and improvements in battery range
technology, there is no better time to drive an electric vehicle.
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Get Charged Up About
Plug-in Electric Vehicles
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miles per day – well
within the range of
today’s electric
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PLUG-IN OPTIONS
PEV:
Plug-in Electric Vehicles get all or
part of their power from the
electric grid and include BEVs,
EREVs and PHEVs.

VISION
Advance the energy, economic, and
environmental security of the state of
Florida by promoting the growth of
electric vehicle ownership and
accompanying infrastructure.
MISSION
Support and accelerate the adoption of
plug-in electric vehicles in Florida by
engaging and educating the public,
businesses, and policy-makers;
facilitating collaboration; and supporting
EV-friendly policy and programs.

BEV:
Battery Electric Vehicles run
entirely on electric grid-charged
batteries.
EREV:
Extended Range Electric Vehicles
operate on a battery until it is fully
discharged and then a gas engine
powers an electric generator for
several hundred additional miles of
“extended range” driving.
PHEV:
Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles have
batteries that recharge from the
electric grid and also contain
internal combustion engines fueled
by gasoline.

WHY YOUR NEXT CAR SHOULD BE AN EV
Put Money Back in Your Pocket
Fewer moving parts means less maintenance and repairs than
gasoline vehicles, saving you money to spend on the things that
matter most to you.
Fuel Up the American Way
Help reduce foreign oil consumption by switching to vehicles fueled
by electricity, which is made from largely domestic sources of
energy.
Help Preserve Florida’s Natural Beauty
Going electric helps preserve Florida’s environment now and for
the future.

Enjoy the Ultimate Convenience
Fuel your car at the most convenient place of all – your home! Plus,
spend less time on regularly scheduled maintenance visits, and more
time doing what you enjoy.
Be an Innovator
Lead the way, showcasing the latest in EV technologies with a quick,
smooth and quiet ride, advanced displays and sophisticated vehicle
applications.

www.DriveElectricFlorida.org

